catalog of lithic fragments in
This is a fragment of lithic debris, indicating that lithic tools were being manufactured and used. The images in the "Onöndowa'ga:' (Seneca) Haudenosaunee Archaeological Materials circa 1688-1754"

chipped lithic flake fragment
The Mysteries at Eleusis Images of Inscriptions collection consists of images of ancient inscriptions on stones from Eleusis. The images were created by Professor Kevin Clinton (Department of Classics)

fragment a of catalog of the prytaneis of antiochis. (ig ii² 1792)
Get Destiny 2 Map Fragments and Treasure Coordinates by completing Ketchcrash missions and playlist activities during Season of Plunder. Learn the ins and outs of these new resources to craft

how to get destiny 2 map fragments and treasure coordinates
The Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) was a compilation of federal U.S. assistance programs that provided a full listing of programs available to corporate and government agencies

catalog of federal domestic assistance (cfda)
When Season of Plunder first launched last week, it was unclear how the final four Fragments would be unlocked. In the case of the Solar 3.0 overhaul, a number of Fragments remained locked until

destiny 2’s arc 3.0 now has more fragments to unlock
A Starbucks-branded drink has been recalled in seven states due to the possible presence of metal fragments in the bottles. The recall covers Starbucks Vanilla Espresso Triple Shot drink

starbucks espresso drink recalled over possible metal fragments
Good with faces? New research suggests that your ability might be more akin to piecing together a jigsaw puzzle than taking a photograph. Psychologists at UNSW Sydney and University of Wollongong

good face recognizers can learn faces from fragments

By Ed Christman Influence Media Partners, the music and entertainment investment company backed by BlackRock and the Warner Music Group, has acquired the music publishing catalog of hip-hop

future sells song publishing catalog to influence media partners: ‘an artist of the ages’
GLEDS, the animation specialist distributor, has released the catalog of acclaimed Japanese animation house Studio Chilbi starting Tuesday. 22 films from the studio — including Oscar winner

studio ghibli film catalog now available on digital rental platforms
Future is, without a doubt, one of the biggest hitmaking artists of his era, and his catalog is certainly potent enough to generate him wealth for years. The Freehands honcho sold off a

future sells portion of publishing catalog to influence media partners
A Tennessee teacher on TikTok claims that her students can’t read any of the books in her classroom library until they’re screened for “age appropriateness,” which is a rather long process.

the teacher has to catalog every single book: teacher says students can’t read any of her books until they’re screened for ‘age appropriateness’
Earlier this week, it was announced that platinum-selling artist Future had sold his publishing catalog for a whopping amount of money. The music-rights company, Influence Media Partners scooped

future joins a growing list of artists selling their publishing catalog and masters
Stories set in China, the U.S. and Hong Kong are deadpan, dysfunctional, sentimental — and weird. Credit John Gall Supported by Send any friend a story As a subscriber, you have 10 gift

consumerism and catastrophe
The "Future" is looking bright for the Atlanta rapper who just sold the rights to his catalog of music that spans over 15 years. On Tuesday, Sept. 20, Influence Media Partners announced that